Offering a complete solution©
Full range of PVC-U & PVC-UE in a wide range of sizes, styles and finishes.
fascias, soffits, bargeboards, ventilation, rainwater, cladding and windowline

welcome to kestrel

Welcome
to Kestrel

Kestrel was established in 1990 to provide a full
range of U-PVC, PVC-UE roofline, cladding and
window finishing system products within the
building and construction sectors.
Today, with sales in excess of £30 million,
Kestrel has achieved market leadership
through a customer focused approach
and a clear commitment to offering the
best products and service.
We offer one of the widest ranges of
U-PVC, PVC-UE Roofline and Cladding
products manufacturing over two million
metres of profile every month. Our range
extends to over 800 products, the
majority of which are BBA and BS
Kitemark approved.
All products are manufactured
within an ISO9001 quality
management system and within
an environmental management
system which satisfies the
requirements of BS EN ISO
14001:2004.
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Factory

welcome to kestrel

Kestrel is
independently
certified to BES 6001.
We have met
stringent
manufacturing criteria
to achieve this ‘green’
standard which
means our customers
can be assured that
as a company we
understand our
responsibilities and
source raw materials
in an ethical and
sustainable manner.

TRANSFORM
TRANSFORM your old rotting roofline to
Kestrel’s PVC-UE / PVC-U weather
resistant and maintenance free products.

Our mission statement:

“To be a leading world class supplier and manufacturer
of plastic products to the building industry”

Inside Warehouse

Warehouse

We are determined to maintain our market
leading position through ongoing product
development and research.
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benefits

Benefits

Invest in Kestrel’s roofline products for peace of mind and to save money
and time in the future. Maintaining existing woodwork is time consuming
and expensive. Rotting roofline can aesthetically devalue your home but
more importantly it can cause structural and costly damage. By
investing in Kestrel’s PVC-UE roofline products you can relax knowing
there will be no more scaffold rental, no more decorating costs, no
warping, no cracking, no flaking and no rotting. You can sit back,
relax and enjoy your weekends knowing you have protected your
home no matter what the weather!
• Strong, weather resistance and stylish
• Maintenance free
• Huge choice of colours and styles
• No warping, cracking, flaking, or rotting
• BBA approved
• Environmentally friendly
• Manufactured to ISO 9001, ISO 14001
• White profiles are guaranteed up to
35 years when installed through our approved
installer network
• 100 % PVC-UE core and PVC-U skin
• Complies to New EU EEC 76/769 Directive
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benefits

Approved
REGISTERED INSTALLER
Don’t put your home improvement investment at risk by using installers
who do not fit the products properly. For peace of mind, only use a Kestrel
registered installer.
Fully trained and qualified to fit all of our wide product range, you can rest
assured that using any of our nationwide network of registered installers to
improve your home with Kestrel roofline products will be a choice you
don’t regret.
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why choose PVC-U roofline?

Why
Choose
PVC-U
roofline?
Kestrel PVC-U products are
the popular choice for
replacing all your roofline
requirements as they are
made with a solid PVC-UE
foam core covered by a
rigid PVC-U outer top coat
providing a smooth, strong
and hardwearing outer
skin. These two combined
structures provide a
weather resistant barrier to
a vulnerable part of your
home that will not warp,
rot, flake or crack.

100% PVC-UE solid inner core
100% PVC-U outer protective layer

K22 - bullnosed fascia x 22mm
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why choose PVC-U roofline?
Pressure down on
fascia from concrete
roof tiles

Roofing batten

Felt
Concrete roof tile

Felt
support
tray

Roofline problems are often
the hardest to detect as it is
nearly impossible to see if
rain and wind are damaging
your porous wooden fascias
and soffits from road level
until it is too late.

PVC-U guttering

PVC-UE structural fascia

Reveal liner colour range

It is one of the hardest
places for a homeowner to
maintain due to accessibility
yet it is easy for rain to
penetrate through gaps and
rot your joists and rafters
without any visible signs
until it becomes very costly.
Even a simple blocked
gutter can cause water to
overflow onto external walls
which can be undetected
until it causes damp patches
or mould on internal walls.
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your choice of styles and colours

Your
choice of
styles and
colours
Kestrel manufactures a comprehensive range of fascia and
capping boards. We produce an extensive range of sizes and
colours to suit every budget and every requirement.

Our range includes bullnosed, square leg and ogee
styles together with matching accessories.
These provide the complete solution
for every roofline application.

Kestrel also provide a complete range of soffit
and general purpose boards and accessories
should they also be needed for your roofline
requirements. These are available in
widths from 100mm to 600mm and in
five metre lengths. Now available with
two finished edges with up to eight
different foil finishes and three new solid
colour options.
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your choice of styles and colours

Bullnosed fascia
board x 16mm.
Available in two
shades of white
and in a variety
of widths from
100mm to a
405mm which is
a double ended
board.

Bullnosed Fascia
Boards

Square fascias are
available in three shades
of white and four foiled
woodgrains. Some sizes
are available in our
popular premiergrain
foiled creamgrain, irish
oak and anthracite grey
colours.

Square Fascia
Boards

Square Fascia Boards colour range

Ogee fascia Board x 8mm

Ogee fascia Board x 18mm

Our 8mm Ogee boards are available
with more colour options if required.

For total peace of mind we recommend you install Kestrel’s
PVC-U fascias, soffits and Kayflow's guttering. If you like our
products but are not sure of who to trust to install them then
please check our website www.kbp.co.uk for an up to date list of
approved registered installers or ring us on 01724 400487.
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Why choose PVC Rainwater and guttering protection?

Why choose PVC
Rainwater and
guttering
protection?

To complement our extensive range of
PVC-UE fascias and cladding Kestrel, in
conjunction with Kayflow, offers a
variety of rainwater styles to add the
finishing maintenance free touches to
any home. Kayflow’s standard guttering
comes in four styles and five colours:
From round, square, deepflow or ogee
in white, black, brown, caramel or grey.
Kayflow’s SuperDeep 170 commercial
system is available in high gloss black
or grey and is one of the strongest
available on the market with its ability to
cope with a very high flow rate.
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Finally, Kayflow’s ‘Cast Iron Effect’ range
allows installers to create an authentic
period look to any domestic property. It is
available in three styles: Half round, ogee
and deep in the cast iron effect black colour.
Kayflow’s ‘Cast Iron Effect’ range has
bespoke down pipe fittings that mimic a
tradition cast iron system.

Why choose PVC Rainwater and guttering protection?

Kestrel’s KayGuard system eliminates costly water
damage to external walls and windows and ensures
expensive blocked drains are a thing of the past.
Every homeowner knows that hard to reach build-up
of leaves and twigs in gutters and drains can cause
blockages and unnecessary damage. Overflowing
water can soon affect external walls and windows.
Our clever KayGuard Gutter Brush, is the only
solution you will need. It is easy to install, it allows
only rainwater and very small particles to flow
through the gutters and drains. Any leaves or debris
that become trapped in KayGuard’s bristles will
decompose over time and be washed away.

TRANSFORM
KayGuard will probably be the most
beneficial, cost-effective and lowmaintenance product you could ever
invest in.
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roofline box end options
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Square fascia white, deep flow black guttering

Ogee fascia white, half round white guttering

Bullnosed fascia white, single ventilated soffit white,
half round white guttering

Square fascia white, deep flow white, hollow soffit

roofline box end options

Square fascia golden oak, deep flow white,
plain soffit golden oak

Square fascia rosewood, deep flow white,
plain soffit rosewood

Square fascia mahogany, deep flow white,
plain soffit mahogany

Square blackgrain, half round white guttering
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guttering options
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Square fascia white, deep flow white guttering

Square fascia white, ogee white guttering

Square fascia white, square white guttering

Square fascia white, deep flow brown guttering

guttering options

Square fascia white, ogee brown guttering

Square fascia white, square brown guttering

Square fascia white, square black guttering

Square fascia white, half round black guttering
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why is ventilation important?

Why is
ventilation
important?
The requirement to ventilate the roof space of a building to protect the
building and people who use it from the harmful effects caused by
condensation is covered by ‘The Building Regulations 2000.’
Guidance on the provision of adequate ventilation is given in
Approved Document C2 Resistance to Moisture (2004 edition) and
detailed in BS5250: 2011 Code of practice for control of
condensation in buildings.
Kestrel provides a comprehensive range of products
designed to comply with the requirements of these regulations.
• Kestrel’s 9mm soffit boards are available in non-vented
versions for use as verge soffit or as eaves soffit when
other forms of eaves ventilation are to be used.
• They are also available in ventilated form and will
contribute towards providing the necessary roof
space ventilation.
• These pre-ventilated soffits are available in 10mm
air gap up to 600mm wide and 25mm air gap up
to 450mm wide.
• All soffits are covered by Kestrel’s British
Board of Agrement Certificate No. 11/4835.
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why is ventilation important?

Kestrel’s non-vented soffit boards are used
as verge soffit or as eaves soffit when other
forms of eaves ventilation are incorporated.

Ventilated Soffit Boards

These pre-ventilated soffits
are available in 10mm air gap
up to 600mm wide and 25mm
air gap up to 450mm wide.

Soffit Boards

Ventilation soffits on the
other hand contribute
towards providing the
necessary roof space
ventilation.

Double Ventilated Soffit Boards

K.Shield Over Fascia
Ventilation Strip
Over Fascia Vent and
Eaves Protector

Circular
Soffit
Vent

Soffit Vent Trim 25mm

These provide a continuous ventilator
strip for eaves ventilation. This strip is
manufactured from PVC-U and gives
ventilation the equivalent to a 25mm
air gap.

K.Shield Bird
Comb Filler

These over fascia ventilation system
products provide an alternative
method of roof void ventilation. They
are simple to install with easy fit
clipping joints. Circular soffit vents
are also available providing extra
eaves ventilation where desired.
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why choose PVC-U windowline?

Why
choose
PVC-U
Windowline?
Kestrel makes a wide range of top quality products for interior
applications and to support the window fitting industry. This
range includes window boards, reveal liners, trims,
architraves and skirtings boards.
PVC-UE products used in interior and window
application offer several key advantages over traditional
building materials. PVC-UE products:
• are durable and long lasting
• are lightweight, quick and easy to install
• do not need painting or any other form of
treatment
• can be worked with conventional tools
by traditional trades
Kestrel’s PVC-UE window boards add style
and elegance to compliment any window or
conservatory, once installed all that is
required to keep in pristine condition is a
simple clean with a damp cloth and
non-abrasive cleaner.
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why choose PVC-U windowline?

We offer a few styles of
window boards: our
Hockey nosed window
capping boards are
available in wide range of
colours and compliment
any window or
conservatory.

Hockey Nosed Window Boards

Bullnosed Window Boards

Our popular Bullnosed, capping
boards are available in two shades
of white and come in a variety of
sizes to fit all your needs.

Stubnosed and
Classic Nose Cills

Finally, we also offer a range of PVC-U cover
and classic cills complete with end caps.

Completing our range, Kestrel offers a
complete range of matching trims and
3 differing styles of architrave, flat
back, pencil round and ogee all in a
wide range of colours.

Laminated
Window Boards

We also supply a complete
range of laminated window
boards which offer a
laminated surface bonded
onto appropriate chipboard
that will last for years and is
scratch, heat and moisture
resistant.

Pencil Round Architraves

18mm Ogee Architraves
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why choose PVC-U cladding?

Why
Choose
PVC-U
cladding?
For over 20 years Kestrel’s standard cladding systems have been used to
easily refurbish, transform and modernise homes, apartments, roof
extensions and even mobile homes to provide a stylish maintenance
free solution. Our PVC-U cladding systems can be fixed vertically,
horizontally or diagonally and are available in two styles: Shiplap with
150mm coverage and V-joint with 100mm coverage. This system is
available in white and four woodgrain colours.
Kestrel also supplies our innovative Kavex© textured wood grain
effect PVC-UE Cladding which includes our latest overlapping
Featheredge style cladding boards. Both provide a stylish and
effective means to protect and decorate the exterior of
homes and other buildings without the need for continual
costly maintenance and decoration.
All of our cladding products offer a lower thermal
conductivity than timber, concrete, mineral fibre
boards or brick.
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why choose PVC-U cladding?

The Kavex© range successfully imitates timber with authentic textured
wood effect PVC-UE features yet it can be installed using traditional
wood installation skills, practices and tools. It is available in two size
formats, single plank (150mm coverage) and double plank (300mm
coverage) whilst the DFE Featheredge board is available as a double
board (270mm coverage). All three offer quick and easy installation and
come complete with a full range of accessories. It is available in White,
Sand, Cream, Light Blue and Light Grey providing an effective yet stylish
external cladding solution.

Kestrel’s cladding products offer the following benefits.
• Kavex range provides an authentic
textured wood effect.
• Insulating capabilities
• Easy maintenance
• Complete range of product finishing
trims and accessories
• Simple and rapid installation
• Low installation costs
• PVC-UE cladding is completely
unaffected by damp, rot, decay, frost
and is resistant to attack from
insects.

• All of our products are
manufactured using environmentally
kind Calcium Organic stabilisers,
guaranteed to give the best colour
resistance.
• BBA approval
• Manufactured to ISO 9001
and ISO 14001
• Wide range of colours and styles.
• Includes a comprehensive range of
corners, edges and joint trims to
match ensuring a perfect finish all
from one supplier
21

cladding options
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150mm Shiplap Cladding - White

150mm Shiplap Cladding – Rosewood

150mm Shiplap Cladding – Mahogany

150mm Shiplap Cladding – Blackgrain

100mm Open V-Joint Cladding – Blackgrain

100mm Open V-Joint Cladding – Mahogany

cladding options

100mm Open V-Joint Cladding – Sherwood

100mm Open V-Joint Cladding – Rosewood

270mm Double Feather Edge Cladding –
Light Grey

270mm Double Feather Edge Cladding
– Light blue

270mm Double Feather Edge Cladding
– Sand

270mm Double Feather Edge Cladding
– Cream
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colour swatch

Colour Swatch
Whites

Woodgrains
Foils

Premiergrains

Kavex
Range

Brilliant White - BW

Mahogany - WG

Whitegrain - WHG

White - W

Standard White - W

Blackgrain - BG

Creamgrain - CRG

Cream - 9001

Dove White - DW

Sherwood - SG

Irish Oak - IOG

Sand - 1015

Rosewood - PG

Anthracite Grey-AGG

Light Blue - X002

*Premiergrains
have a the
week lead time

Colours
Kestrel has been at the forefront of
product development in the PVC-UE
and PVC-U building products sector for
the last twenty years. Our innovations
have helped to develop new markets
and to offer both customer and
consumer a greater degree of choice.
Keeping abreast of consumer trends for
colours and textures is also key to
meeting demand.
The current Kestrel range includes:
Solid Colours: Standard White, Dove
White, Brilliant White, Sand, Light
Grey, Cream, Black and Brown
24

Light Grey - 7035

Woodgrain foils: Mahogany,
Sherwood, Blackgrain and
Rosewood
Premier Foils: Anthracite Grey,
Creamgrain, Whitegrain and Irish
Oak.
Textured solid colours: White,
Cream, Sand, Light Blue and Light
Grey
For a colour-matched product please
contact our samples department on
01724 400447.
Please refer to the Product Overview
for colour availability in different ranges.

environment, guarantees and accreditations
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Quality - ISO 9001
The company has a Quality Management
System approved by the British
Standards Institute to ISO 9001
& (FM506475).
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Environment, Guarantees
and accreditations
Product Guarantees
Kestrel’s white products are guaranteed
for 20 years as standard extendible to 35
years with our Registered
Installer Scheme. Woodgrains are
guaranteed for 10 years provided that
approved installation and maintenance
instructions are followed.

EMS 523259

Environmental - ISO 14001
The company has a Environmental
Management System
approved by the British Standards
Institute to ISO 14001 & (EMS533259)

Copies of the guarantees which relate
to white and foiled products are
available from Kestrel’s marketing team
on 01724 400487.
Organic

0% Calciu
10

m

BES 581349

Responsible Sourcing
- BS EN ISO 6001
The company has a Responsible
Sourcing System approved by the British
Standards Institute to ISO 6001.

REGISTERED RECYCLER

Recovinyl
The Company is a registered Recovinyl
recycler whereby we facilitate the
collection and recycling of PVC postconsumer waste from the construction
and demolition sector.

Calcium Organic
Eliminating the lead content in PVC has
been a matter of particular concern for
responsible manufacturers in our
industry. As recommended by the
European Commission, UK Government
and the PVC industry’s Vinyl Plus
initiative, some suppliers have already
made the switch. Kestrel is among those
leading the way offering calcium organic
core and calcium organic skin in our
PVC-UE. So not only are we future
proofing our customer’s products in case
new legislation on material usage does
come into play but we are also doing
what we can now in the global drive for
environmental protection.
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Kestrel registered installer scheme

Kestrel
Registered
Installer
Scheme

Approved
REGISTERED INSTALLER

3
Fully vetted installations 3
Full trained and qualified to fit 3
our range of products
Access to nationwide 3
registered installers
Peace of mind 3
35 year extended guarantee*

of quality installation
10 year guarantees on
laminated window boards
*See page 5 for details
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3

your installation peace of mind checklist

Your
Installation
Peace of
Mind
Checklist
Registered Installer
Full Replacement Fascia
Ventilation
Eaves Protection
Scaffolding
Easy Decks
Towers
Replace Rotten Joist Ends
Waste Removed
Asbestos Testing / Removal
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This document is
printed on
environmentally
friendly paper
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www.kbp.co.uk
Your local Kestrel Registered installer:

Kestrel, Billet Lane, Normanby Enterprise Park, Normanby Road, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire, DN15 9YH.
Tel: (01724) 400440 Fax: (01724) 280241 Email: info@kestrelbce.co.uk.
Picture front cover: Taken by Centiam Home Improvements, winners of our last registered installer photo competition.

